Thank you for your purchase of a MORryde Specialty product. MORryde offers a full line of suspension and
specialty products designed to improve the quality and function of your RV experience.

MORryde Aftermarket Products
LIMITED WARRANTY
SUMMARY OF WARRANTY
We, MORryde, Inc., 1966 Sterling avenue, P.O. box 579, Elkhart, Indiana 46515 (“MORryde”), warrant to you, the
original first purchaser of new MORryde product(s) for a period of 1 year from the date of original first purchase
(“Warranty Period”), that the Product is free of defects in material or workmanship under normal use and service and
will meet or exceed all of our advertised written specifications, excepting items and uses excluded from this Warranty.
PLEASE DIRECT ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO:
MORryde International, Inc.
1966 Sterling Ave
Elkhart, IN 46516
Phone: (574) 293-1581
Fax: (574) 294-4936
www.MORryde.com
Email: service@MORryde.com

Installation Guide
Cargo Trays
1.

Place the tray in the desired compartment and make sure the tray clears the lip of the door frame when
extended. If it does not, you may have to use shims or may purchase and install MORryde Tray Extenders
(CTG54-001) along the side rails to raise the tray.

2. Make sure the tray/shims are square with the compartment. If using shims, fasten* them to the floor first.
3. Extend tray out slightly to expose the predrilled holes in the side rails. Begin to fasten the tray in first set of
holes.
4. Continue to extend the tray outward while fastening* the tray in each of the predrilled holes until it is fully
extended.
5. If NOT using a 90” tray, once all visible predrilled holes have been secured, extend the tray until it hits the
stops. Lift up on the front of the tray and it will slide over the stops. This will allow you to access the mounting
holes in the frame underneath the tray.
6. If using a 90” tray, extend the tray in the opposite direction and repeat steps 3 & 4.
*Note: Fasteners may differ depending on application. For this reason, hardware is not included. Be cautious of
tanks/plumbing underneath.

Other Essential MORryde Products
Easy Reel Spooler

	
  

The Easy Reel™Spooler is the latest innovative product from
MORryde. The Easy Reel™utilizes an ingenious design to allow for quick, simple and easy spooling of
your 30 or 50 amp power cord. The patent pending design allows the power cord to be quickly and
easily inserted to the spooler. It can be mounted for either left hand or right hand operation, and features
rugged steel construction and high quality powder coat finish. The Easy Reel™delivers the simplest,
smoothest, and most convenient way to effectively store your power cord.

TV Mounts
MORryde has designed a line of flat screen tv mounts that are designed specifically for RV’s. MORryde
knows about the challenges of designing products that can meet the challenges of today’s rough roads
and that extends to its’ line of tv mounts. The product line includes base mounts, wall mounts, ceiling
mounts, sliding mounts and motorized mounts. Many mounts have the ability to swivel, extend or tilt as
well. For the complete listing of MORryde flat screen tv mounts, go to www.morryde.com

Rubber Pin Box
Fifth wheel owners know about that harsh, jerky, chucking action that comes from towing a fifth
wheel. They also recognize that some roads will just wear you out from that jerking/chucking
action. They have just come to accept it as a normal part of towing.

	
  

The MORryde pin box system utilizes a unique rubber shear spring to positively deal with this
rough, towing road shock. The rubber spring works in a horizontal planar motion (in a longitudinal
and lateral motion) to absorb the towing shock. This allows the MORryde pin box system to
effectively diminish the transfer of forces from the trailer to the truck giving you a smoother, more
comfortable ride in the cab.

Suspension Systems
	
  

When it comes to suspension performance, it’s all about suspension travel. Increased travel
means smoother towing, improved towability and better protection from damaging road shock.
Our systems give you the smoothness you need with today’s rough roads as well as the
protection of your trailer from damaging road shock.
Replacement equalizers like our CRE/3000 and SRE/4000 (as shown) are just a couple of
examples of our innovative suspension upgrades that we have to offer. We have systems to fit
all budgets in order to protect your investment.

Heavy Duty Shackle Kit

	
  

The constant wear and tear from rough roads and heavy loads can cause a standard shackle
bracket kit on a leaf spring suspension system to simply wear out. The heavy duty shackle kit is
an excellent upgrade for your running gear and the answer for wear and tear. The heavy duty
kit includes 1/2” shackle brackets, bronze bushings, greaseable or “wet bolts” and nuts. The 1/2”
shackle bracket is a stronger, more durable bracket that is much less subject to having the bracket
elongate. The bronze bushings and wet bolts provide an opportunity for periodic lubrication that will
greatly extend the product life. The heavy duty shackle kit is available for both tandem and triple
axle trailers and will fit units with upgraded suspension systems.

For more information on these product as well as other great MORryde products such as various sliding trays,
other suspension systems and much more, please visit our website at www.MORryde.com, or contact our
Inside Sales Department at (574) 293-1581.

